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EXECUTtVE SUMMARY

This is Che second of 1Z quzarcely reports describing Che
programs and findings from participation by the WJalter Reed Army
Inscitute of Research (WRALR.) in Chte eadquarters, DeOatrtman of

the Army (HQDA) Nev Manaing System (NKS) FieLd Evaluation. This
report contains a decaLed OV ERVIEWJ of current rese&rch
activities as well as associaced research findings. It also
includes APFNDtCES that contain specific Lnforimacton aboutc
vaitous aspe-=Cs of ¶JRAI&'s HMS Human Dimensions Evaluation.

The folloving is a brief su•mary of the most Important issues
raised in this technical report.

I. Oaca coaLection for the first Leration of the 'Sodimer WLil
questionnaire has been completed. and the Initial analyses of
these daci Vw.l. be finished by June L986. W;ith a fev nocable
exceptions, the Soldier Will. survey u•it response rates are
good. Con•inued command cooperation is needed to assure chat
high response rates are maincained Ln subseuoent survey
admin istrati ons.

2. The HMiS evaluation is limiced by aeaning!ful coLlec•i.ve
performance Measures. Such measures are crtctcaL for the
comparison of COHORT and nonoHIORT unizs. T In i s problem Is-
inherent Ln the way the Arzy currently measures training
performance and goes beyond the LeveL of current TCATA anrd WRAIR
data collectLon efforts.

3. 3atcallon rotation planning has not taken advantage of
"Lessons Learned from company rotation. W hl Ie indivi daL
commands and' Communicies have developed vwa: appear to be viabl.e
rotati.on pLans, there has been Little sharing of ideas or
information across these commands and communities. Consequen•L•,
each Plan is in some vay unique. One unfortunate siziLartt7•y
t:he typical roLe of soouses as "reclpients" of un-1.. and communi':
ef'or:s anid foe as participancs" in th e development and
execuc~.on of these efforts.

* . T,1e re ts confusion and a genecaL Lack of understanding,
especial.•. among NCOs, about the mature and purpose of the COHOR•.I
and Rotation InLtiacives. trn addition, there is considerable.
2tsin.formation about these InitLaclves. .1any 4COs are vorrt.ed
about Lssues such as -lack of advancement opportunities Ln COHORT
uni..s" and what they perceive as other Potenrtial harmful career
effects associaced with a COHOR.7 assignment.

e.ai led inaforzac.on about thts report or ocher 'J RA A" 41MS
research can be obtained by concaccting LTC James A. Martin,
?h.O., W R., E R ( S(oD-(JiL-A)) Washingcon, O.C. U307-5i00o.
Caomme rcIaL ceLephone: ( 30n) 1 'Z 7 -531Z/5360/52L/5Z10; Aui Cvoni. 19 L -

53Z560I&/51)
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1. 3kcround

a. This is che second ,&ArR quarterly report concerning
research accivicLes Ln support of •h.e 1QDA (O0CSPER-OAE-?S3) Nov
ManniLng System (MHS) Field EvaluacLon. t. covers ¶J.AI1 research
acti1vities durLag Che period 1 November 1985 through 15 .January

L986.

b. Thi.s repowc is designed (L) co provide RQOA (and oher

parcticipacing agencies) wich an updaCe of WTAZ&'s current HMS
research accivicies; (Z) Co raise Issues chac varranc, discassson

among Che agencies Lnvolved in the overasl eval4acLon; and (3) to

forecast some of WTaAt:'5s ftcure HMS research act•LtiCes.

2. Currenc ACCivLCLes

as Soldier sucvev• (Acoendi. A,)

(L) The most Lpar:antc fLndiag of chis steuy (as
highlighced separacely La Appendix A) Ls che continued need for
meanSigf•al, unic-based performance daca co support Che MMS Field

9valtzation and in particular JRAWz' s iusman Dseunstons-
ivaluation. &eULable, vaild, and meani.gful measures do noc
appear co be available at this cize, and we do dot see Cheir
doveLoiemenc in any of the currenc MitS FLeld .valuacLon

LnLCtiaives.

(Z) TabLe L provides a summacy of che uniCs Chac have
compLeced Che first LcecaCIon of ch•e Soldier VILL quesctona~ve
as weLil as projeccLons .or cthe second and cthird ierat.ons of
qestionnaire admlniscracLon. of note is Che face chac Chree of
:he originaL nineceen batcal.Lons ViLl have co be eLiminAced Orom
the first L:etailon analyses because rhe questionnaitre was never
adminiscered or adminIstered *oo Lace Ln timze for Lncor'oracloft
Ldc'o our analyses. The most.. Umporanc e*Ifect of cnLs reduced
sampLe ts the Loss of Che OCONUS field artillery and aL.tborne
unit.s from LictiaL data analyses, and our subsequenc. lnabtlity to
assess chese types of units. In the overseas seet-Ing. TabLe Z
provides a summary of the types of units and Locations that are
to be considered in our analyses of first Lceracton data

(scheduled co be completed before June L9•6). .

(3) TabLes 4. and 5 Summarli:e the response races .or the
ficsc iteration uest Lonnaire. These races are I enerall..y'
adequate (reaching or approaching the criterton of 8O),



Whi le ic t s imporcant chat c he administration of Chese
questionnaires does noc interfere rich unic craining, W'L3.'s
experience suggests chat wich proper command interest, an SOZ
response race is attainable Ln all unics.

(4) Annexes Co the Soldier Will survey status update
(Appendix A) contain two recent analyses oa Soldiler Will daca
from a subsampla (27 companies, N-2830) of first tteracion
data. The first analysis focuses an the relatIonship between
soldier wil.1, training add performance measures, and type of

replacemenc. Soldier WLl. measures were found co be negatively
related co bach individual measures of soldier delinquency (e.g.,
AWOLs and nonjudIciaL 9ýnlshmemcs) and co manhours stated Co be
devoced-to specific types of craining ac the company Level. As

expected, on Individual- Level measures of performance CORIOLT and

nonCOHOZT soldiers did noc differ.

(5) Annex tt in Appendix A Looks at the relationship among
Cypes of housing (i.e., on-and off-posc housing and barracks
living), the Soldier Will measures, and CO II,& sCatus. A

conglonerace soldier wiLl measure was fa.tr7 successfu.l (64-68Z)

id" prediccing a soldier's acc'ual unic scatus. Soldier Will

scales most importanc in discinguishing COHOR1T Ifro noncCOHO&T
soldiers were: Company Combat Confidence. Sense of ?Prde, and

Unitc Teamwork; of Leasc importance were Senior Command
Confidence, and Concerned Leadership. rn this scudy, CO&iOT
soldiers rea•.ding in cthe barracks cended to score highesc on Cthe
Soldier Will measures, whtiLe nonCOHO&T soLdiers in the barracks

score Lowest. COHORT and norCOHORT soldiers not. li¶vtgn in the
barracks feLl b•ecween. The cause oa the Latter effects of unI."

scacus on soldier wiLL outsi.de the barracks are noc yec fuLly
underscood. More knowLedge about che nac'.1e of socL&L
inCeracti.ons away from che barracks,, and the impact of issues
Like uniLc "tIlaCe and daziL, Life should help to clarify these
reLationshlps.

(6) Annex ET aLso reveals that characceriscic differences
Ln :ralnLag and organizaclona. teacures of COHORT and aonCOHOR7
unr'.s cor-espond Co a predLccabLe dLffecence in 'soldier *dUL...
Failure co'achieve LO0 percentc accurace prediccion of unic sCaCus
was In part the result oa nonscandard condicions among some

COHORT units. High turnover races witchin some companies, and. the

inclusion of headquarters companies wichLn the sample-the
personnel of which are =ore transienC and frequenc.Ly trained

apart from the rest of the qnMr--are faccors which detract from



the operational meaning of the COHORT label. Also, units were
surveyed at early stages in their three-year -life cycles, before
eventual distinctions between COHORT and nonCOHORT units may be
fully crystallized. The abilityL to predict unit status from
soldier will with a fair degree of accuracy, despite chese

mi•igating factors, suggests that predictive ability may be
increased when "hese factors are controlled. The present results
may therefore provide a conservative estimace of the actual
impact of COKORT 'status upon soldier will.

b, Spouse survey

(1) gives in the twelve COMUS SMS study battalions are
being contacted by mail to participate in a spouse survey similar
to the current soldier survey. To date, 1100 wives
(approximately one-third of those contacted) have already agreed
to participate and 450 initial questionnaires have been mailed.
Efforts are underway to enhance the response rate wit-h a goal of
at least a 60 percent return.

(2) resource limitations prevent surveying wives in the
current OCONUS battalions. These wives are scheduled for
tnclusion after their husbands' units rotate to COMUS.
Concurrently, the study. ill continue to survey COMUS wives after
their husbands' units rotate to OCOMUS.

(3) Initial efforts to contact the CONUS spouses involved
the use of unit mailing rosters. Unfortunately, the many
inaccuracies in these documents have hindered contact efforts.
Assuming that these are the same mailing lists used by the units
(and their spouse groups) to inform family members about unit
activities, chis experience- suggests chat many families may not
be receiving important information.

C. 3attalion rotation (Aoaendices 3 and C)

(1U WRAIR's assessment of the unit, family, and community
aspects of battalion rotation in CONUS is well underway (Appendix
3). tnitial interview and observational data reveal the
following:

(a) The unit and community level planners and managers of
the rotational efforts have not received, or have been unable co
use, "lessons learned' from previous unit rotations. tn
particular, information from the extensive company rotations that
have been underway for che past three years as part of the COHORT
unit movement program has aot been utilized.



(b) Each of the units and communities involved in the

baccalIon roCation effort have developed what appear to be viable
plans for a smooth unit transi•ion to the new locacion.
tacerestingly, there is very little sharing of plans across
different commands and communities; each plan is it some way
unique.

cc) O'hile each of the CONUS battalions have speuC
considerable time and effo.:t addressing issues for those families
planning to rotace to the OCONUS location, lictle acteacoiU Ls
beiag given Co the potential needs of those spouses who (for
whaCever reason) have elected not to accompany their husband
overseas. Based on previous research with company rotation
(nartis, L984), these spouses/families will be exposed to
considerable stress and are ac high risk for the development of
medical, social, and behavioral problems. This researcl-predices
that anit and community iniciatives to prepare families for the
rotation experience can have a positive impact on their wval-
being. Such iniCiatives can help to ensure that the soldier-
husband will successfully complete his overseas tour without

prevenrable family disrupctons., Simply staCed, many of these
disruptions can be prevented or minimized by adequate prior
planning.

(4) Despite unic efforts Co ensure chat spouses are well
iaforzed, many wives still are uncLear or uninformed about
impotant rocaCion maccers. As the rotation draws closer,
opportunties for spouse and f•ailyi nformational gacherings may
improve this sicuacton. ;AR will continue to moniCor the
dissemination of inforzacion to wives, and 1.0s resulcanc tapac:
on cheir knowledge.

4e) taicial con:act s reveal chat ve.7 few unitCs have
a&CempCed Co invoLve Wives as ?A'LTCZ?ATS t a the battalion
rotation planning and implaemncacion efforts. This has occurred
despice the fact that sany Wives have skills and experiences that
could be put to good use. For example, a number of -ives are
European; some have even Iived In :che gaining communL:tes. haMy
are experienced in moving a family overseas or surviving an
unaccompanied tour. Thet have knowledge, experience and
abtlicies chat could be useful to ocher unic families. At this
point, mosC of Chase women are experiencing the unic preparations
for rotacion, buc few have been sought ouc and encouraged to
pareicipate in planning or implementing these efforts. -

(Z) An assessment of che OCONUS rocation (Appendix C) has
been Lniciaced. The effort is focused prtzartlI on the Lpact of
che roCacton on communi:7 agencies and commun!:F residents.



tiitial information from this study will be available as part of

the next quarterly report.

d. Unit interviews (Appendix D)

(1) As discribed in Appendix D, W1AL1 has successfully
initcdaca a series of observational and interview visits c o
COHO&T and nonCORlOT study battalions. Most of these contacted
autis were in garrison. The visits did not appear to be either a
burden. to the unit cadre or to present a significant disruptlon
to unit training activities. The comments chat we have rectiv-e
from the cadre and s2ldiers who participated in these inadvidual
or group incerviews have been very positive. Most individuals
appreciate the opportunity to share some of their views on unit
and Army related issues.

(2) A general lack of understanding and confusion about
CORORT and Bactalion &ocation emerged as a common theme observed
in Lantial contaccs wich the rotaciag COEEO&T bactalions (as well
as with the aoaCOaOZT comparison uants). A number of utat
leaders, many NCOs, and most firsc-cer- soldiers do not clearly
understand the meaning of either carm. In partciular, the NCOs-
feel chat they have been forcad into a program (COTO&T) that will
have an eventual negative impact on their career (e.g., that toey
are 'Locked into the unic forever- and thac thore will be no
opportunities co .move up into a higher position* because"everything is Just goLng to stack up in the unit as we all gec
promoted." Why so many individuals lack critical informacLon
and/or are misinformed is not clear. The commanders of the units
thac we have visited have made afforts to inform theiar soldiers,
buc unfortunately the results have rot been as successful as unit
Leaders desired. Conctnued atcenclon should be lirecced cowards

.providtig soldiers (especially those actually serving in COOT,
and rocational units) %rich clear and specific e6XlanatCons about
the purpose, nature, and impacts of chase various Army
initcLatlvfi. The facts have to be cold and retold apparently,
using multiple methods of presentacion. Unit Leaders and projec:
off icers must elicit soldiers' questions and concerns and then
provide them with understandabLe answers.

(3) Appendix 0 also describes the process by which Vte
observational and interview daca (e.g., informacion concerning
relationships among and becteen unit members and percepCions
about unit training) are being coLlected. The intended analysis
strateCy involves a comparison of Line companies within tlke type
COaTIOa and nonCOROT bactalions. The use of this taformaclon
serves as one of a number of methods to provide, convergent
7alidiry for the overall SKS dumar, 3imeision' 1valuation.

rL5



(4) lecencly, a WJRAta scientist had the opportuaity to
visit one of the aoaCOHORT study battaLions during an extended
fiLeld exercise. Appendix D highlights a number of observactons
from this site visit chat focus on training issues (e.g., the
discrepancies beeveen vwac the leader thinks is occurring during
trai•nig and soldiers' actual experiences). Of concern is the
4pparoect difficulty of- gaining valid training assessment
infavouation for the aI(S evaluation. Training schedules and
command reports fail to capture the actual training experi•ece.
These reports are intended as statements of vhat shold occur
under •deal circumstances. 3uc lacking valid reports of events,
leaders have do way of knowing whether or not training produces
Che ouccomes they desire. Worse yet, Leaders often do aot krnowr
that chis is occurring.

a. 7th tnfantry Division (.LIght) (Anoendlx S)

(L) The WIAtZ, research team evaluating the 7th Zafan ry
OLvision (Light) has adopted training performance and social
climate ao inter-mediate criteria for the evalqationt of iunit
combat readiness, potential high perforzance and effectiveness,
and resistance to battle stress. Training performance refers co
individual and unit proficiency In performiag zission-rolated
tasks, add social climate refers to poLicies, customs, add
behavior chat strengthen horizontal, and vertical cohesion.

(Z) Preliminary analysis Integrating observational data
from units at Fort Ord, as well as from units In tJSARZE-I,
indicate that the COaORTL syscem is the foundatlon for major
improvements In training perforzance. Zzergl-ng evidence from the
same sources suggests that the COHO.TA system can provide a
context for development of a supportive unit social climate.

(3) CO EO &'T un is I- USAa-LTI demonstrated resistance to
typical problems In leadership (doctrinaire leaders, micro-
managers, and those who emphasize non mission-relaced
ac:tivites). tn such units, junior enlisted personnel often
devoted substantiaL ererg7 co .u4l.filling :heLr own norms, whi.ch
were o•renced cogard, combat ;roE4icency. Like other COaO&T
so'.d,"ers, soldiers in the 7th :nfancry Division (Light) were
observed to be respdsive to positive Leadershi•. (powe: down,
mutual. respect, ctring, focussed on combat). They appear co have
achieved exceptionally high leveis of military proficiency Ln a
relatively short ti.m.

(4) Li.aied obser.vac.ons of Interactions between Leaders
and subordinates in each of the 1.3 Line battalions and of
militar714 ,noviedge and pierformance la seven of these battalllons,
suggest

6



that the level of training performance is correlated with

positive leadership (as defined above). The research team has
provisionally adopted the hypothesis that successful development
of true high-performing units in the 7th Infantry Division viii

be the result of synergistic interaction tavolving the COROILT
system, posicive leadership, actretive training, and the light

infantry mission with its e phasis on the autonomous small unit,
all in a supportive command climate. The team will Investigate
these relationships with a view to assessing their bases and the
dynamics of their interactions as well as relationship to

peacetime performance outcomes.

(5) Family Support Groups (FSGs) attached to CORORT
battalions in the 7th Infantry Division are exploring new ways to

assist family members to handle military and societal stresses.
FSGs use unit FTXs to practice for cheir roles during
deployment. They are active during periods of garrison duty as
well as unit TDY. Some company FSGs also have built support ties
to unit soldiers living in barracks. Battalion FSGs 'ara
communicating with spouses that are geographically separated from
their sponsors.

(6) The combination of u'nit-based, command-spousored, and
spouse-managed voluntary groups is unfamiliar to the Army. The
most important problems facing Family Support Groups in the 7th
ZD(L) are lack of guidelines and conflicting role models. Delays
in organization and outreach at the company level have occurred,
and some commanders have expressed mixed feelings about the
efficacy of a "voluntary" model for spousal participation in unit
?SGs. The possibLlity of an Installation FSG effort is being
considered to alleviate uncertainty and %nit-co-unit variability.

(7) FSGs promote active exchange of lessons learned across
units and seek guidelines to ininimie misunderstandings. Formal
training at OSUT, NCO schools and officers' schools is needed to
familiarize soldiers and leaders, and (indirectly) their wives,
with the functions of Family Support Groups. Unit commanders and
spouses of all ranks need better insight into hoier mucual
responsibIilt1es.

(8) Demographic trends for the first year li all-CORCS
battalions have beeo ascertained from the WRAI3 Soldier Will
Survey and on-site observations. Upon arrLval at Fort Ord, few
first-term soldiers are married, and many delay bringing family
members to the area. The number of junior enlisted familkes
Living at Fort Ord rose rapidly by the end of the first COHOET
YeAr with many new marriages, and subsequent household formation-
-mainly of!-post. Hovever, junior NCO families formed the

7



majority of resident households in a battalion during the first

year of the COROIT life cycle. Enlisted men's family members
have faced a broad array of fa&ily stresses during this
transition period.

(9) WRAIR has begun the integration of observational and
incerviev findings witch the quantitative human elements data
becoumng available from the -Soldier Will' surveys of members of

the 7th tD(L). Uesults of these analyses will be forthcoming im

subsequent reports.

(10) WIAL!, has established contact with representatives of
the ocher current or planned Light Infantry Divisions for the
purpose of sharing findings with these organizations.

f. WRA£Z -research oversi•ht oanel"

(L) W.AZZ has established a human dimensions research
oversight panel. This group will meet for the first time during
the period Z6 through Z3 March 1986.

(2) The purpose of this panel is to provide a continual
review of WLAZZ's human dimensions research efforts and to
provide "expert' critique of these ef!orts.

(3) While VRAZI has very high expectations for the long
term contributions of this panel, this first gathering is focused
on the more limited objectives of establishing methods of
operation, familiarizing members with the central human
dimensions Issues, and beginning the critical examination of
JRA.T's NXS efforts. The process will be ongoing and information

from the panel's efforts will be communicated in future QRAI, DMS
technical reports.

3. Continuation of ?revious NMS Research (Aaoendix V)

a. A prellminary study of a small representative group of
spouses of soldiers assigned to COHORT companies (Mar:in, 1984)
is continuing. The third Iteration (pre-developmenc) of survey
data from spouses has been collected and these data are now being
analyzed. Information on this phase will be avallable for the
next technical report.

b. 3ased oan data already available from :his setw,
Appendix F contains an article oa the impact of employment on che
well-,eing of Army wives. %hile this article does not focus on a
CORO&7-specific copic, some of -he findings are relevant. ?or

3



example, because of personnel stability, COHORT units should be
able to accomplish a higher level of training proficiency with
less of a demand on soldier time. If this occurs and results in
a shorcened garrison duty day and less frequent and/or less
lengthy field exercises, CoEaO&T soldiers should have more
opportunicies to participate in family activities. This should
also alloV husbands to assume some of the family responsabilities
that now result in apparent stress- for the working spouses of
COSO&? soldiers.

(Noce: Ueferences are available upon request.)
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APPENDIX A

'SOLODER WILL- SU.VEY: STATUS RPOKT

James Gri.fich, Ph.D.1
Capc'lai, U.S. Army Medical Service Corps

Oapartmene of 4ilicary ?sychiatry
Walter Reed Arny InsCiCUCe of Research

WJashington, D.C. Z0307-5t00

1 Special thanks are extended to 'is. Eliizabect. Hoover, Mr. R.ick
Chooper, Ms. Doris 3Icler, Ms. Denise Dtckman, and Mr. %ichard
Otdakovski Ln che preparation ot this technicaL paper.
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"SOLDiER WILL- SURVEY. STATUS UPDATE

Introduction

In this quarterly report submission, infocration bearing co the prog-ess
of the administration and analyses of data collected from the "Soldier Vi.ll
Survey is summarized. Specifically, the following are presented: (1) a
summary of units that have taken the first iteration questionnaire and will

take further iterations; (2) units to he included in analyses of the first
iteration questionnaire data; (3) a summary of response rates of units
participating in the first iteration of the New Manning System (NIMS) 'Soldier

Will- Surver (0) abstracts of c-ao recent analytic efforts using first

iteration questiounaire data obtained from a subsample (27 companies) of units

participating in the NHS evaluation; (5) the modified, second iterativa

questionnaire; and "(5) discussion of the need for standardized, measurable,
and most importantly, meaningful performance outcomes that can demonstrate
unit combat readiness and effectiveness.

Summary of Units in Analyses of
First Iteration quescionna.Lre Data

Table I. mmarizes first, second, and third iteration questionnaire
projected, adjusted, and actual administration dates for battalions (,( - 19)

and independent companies (N - 38) included in the HMS Field Evaluation.

tnsert Table I' about here

Worth mentioning here is thac for rotating battalions, third iteration
dates are not scheduled apPro0imately LZ months after unit formation (as

specified in t.he Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WJRAZR initial
research proposal), but rather approxlcaaely 16 months after the unit has been

•fored (861001) in order to allow turbulence associated with battalion
rotation to subside. ?roblems associated with battalion rotation will

introduce additional confounding variables, and consequently, introduce many
alternative, and in many instances, untestable interpretacions of data
analyses. Therefore, later third iteration dates were selected.

Units tncluded for 7-!rs-t Iteration Analyses

Of the L9 battalions In the sampling frame, sixteen are included, and
three are not (see the first two pages of Table 1). Questionnaires from these
three omitted bactalions have not yet been administered (received by WRAII) or

were given decidedly Late (i.e., seven months from che survey date originally
set. by ,.RAI).

Of the 38 Independent companies, only 16 are Included in analyses of the
first iteration 'Soldier ViUll Survey questionnaire dat•a (see last three pages
of Table 1). The Z2 companies not included in analyses had not received
questionnaires (6 companies), or received questionnaires well outside (tw' to
four months late) the iniLial guidance for slippage beyond the sc-heduled
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survey date (plus or minus three weeks) (12 companies), or data obtained from
these companies could not be timely processed and keypunched at qAIR (4
companies).

Analyses of the first iteration 'Soldier 'Jill" Survey questionnaire data
will be completed by the end of June, 1986. Collection of second iteration
data has. begun and uill continue into Summer, 1986. Third. iteration data
collection begins in May, 1986 and continues into Fall, 1986.

Included Battalions and Coumaniesf:
Imp.l.ncat.ons tor Firs. ICeracion Analvses

TabLes 2 and 3 respectively match battalions and companies on three
criteria: COHORT-nonCOHORT status; combat arms type; and CONUS/OCONUS
location.

Insert Tables Z and 3 about here

The battalions (Table Z) are fairly wel, matched by COROCT-aonCORO&T
status and by combat arms type; che only noted exception is in the Infantry
category in vhich COHORT bat talions outnumber nonCCHOT by 6:3. Aside from
giv.ing better estimates of population parameters for the Infantry COHORT
battalions, this imbalance should not affect analyses.

What deserves attention in Table 2 is the Field Artillery-OCONUS category
in which no units appear. Because of this lack of representation, differences
in "soldier will" and in ocher related zeasures can be attributed not only to
COHORT-ronCOHOkT status but also to CONTS/OCONUS location.

Looking at Independent companies (Table -3), COHORT companles outnumber
nonCOHORT in each combat arms type, ranging from 4:3 to 4:1. Within
CZNUS/CCONUS breakdowus, units are fa arly matched by combat arms type and
COHORT-nonCOHORT. The only exceptions are the absence of OCONUS, nonCOHORT
4ield artillery companies and aCONUS, nonC:OHORT Infant-.7 companies. W'ithout
these comparison units, any effects in the cells, Field Artiller7-
COMUS/0CONUS-COHORT and Znfantr -OCNUS/OCCNtS-r.onCOHORT, could be attributed
to either COHORT or OCONUS status.

Excluded Sat:alions and Comoanies:
ZzoLLcacLons for future Analyses

Any battalions or companies not included in the first iteration "Soldier
Will- Survey analyses should continue to be surve7ed. In order to test causal
relationships in our Analytic hodel (see Chapter 5, New Manning Svestem Field
Evaluacion. Technical Revore No. I, RAJL-, November c t, e number or
soldiers retaking or pa=Ic1pating in successive waves of the "Soldier Vill'
Survey Ls imperative. Because personnel curnover is so Xreat in traditlonal
rep-acement units, =nCOHORT soldiers cannot be used in a repeated-
measurements-over-t-ie design. Instead, data obtained from COHORT soldiers
must be used, as CHORT units have considerabl7 less turnover over time. but
nonetheless, COHORT unit• st 'U have turnover. ZI COHORT units that we have
temuorarily deleted in present analyses do riot receive second, th.ird, fourth,
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and fifth iteration quescionnaires, Chen these units will. fall out of the
sampling frame and reduce the overall potential pool of respondents. This,
coupled uith a normal personnel attrition, could reduce the overall number of
respondents so that planned analyses cannot be done. Too, there is no
guarantee that COHORT units remaining in the study will continue to be
surveyed in a timely manner, nor that their matched nonCOHORT units will
contcjnue to receive questionnaires on time. Therefore, although we have
deleted units from analyses, this is only a temporary omission, and these
units should be surveyed in the future in conformity with WRAIR's established
survey dates.

A less critical area Ls maintaining in the sampling frame those nonCOHORT
units that are tamporarily deleted from first iteration. analyses. Hovever, if
comparisons are to be made between COHORT and nonCOHO&T units at one point-in--
time (whether it be at the first, second, third, fourth, or fifth iteration),
then obtaining data on both the CORORT unit and its matched nonCOHORT unit is
necessary.

&esponse Races of Units ?articioacing in the
FIrs: Zceration of the -Soldier Will" Suarey

Table 4 and 3 sumariza ieponse rates of independent companies and
battalions, respectively, that have taken the first iteration of the "Soldier
gIll' Survey.

tuert Tables 4 and 5 about here

The response rate was derived by divtdlng the number of soldiers in the
company who had completed Whe questionnaire by the number of soldiers assisned
co Che company, and then, muLtiplying this quotient by 100. Of the 21
independent companies thac reported response rates (not all units reported
response races), 13 had response races equal to or becter than the criterion
requested by WRAA., that being 8O. Four of the Z1 independent companies had
response rates Lower than 70%, with one company having a 6Z.4Z response rate.

Looking at the battalions (Table 5). of the L5 battalions that reported
response rates, seven had races at least equal to SOX. Frive battalions had
response races lover than 70Z. One battalion had a decidedLy low response
rate of 55.7:.

A breakdown of response races of companies comprisins the battalions is
summariZed at the bottom of Table 5. 33 of the 73 companies had rates 0S or
higher. 14 had races less than 702, with five companies reporting rates below
55Z and as low as Z9.6Z. --

Abstracts of Recent Analyses of "Soldier Will. Survev Data

PreLi.inar• analyss w.ere performed to determine the uutlit7 Of data
obtained on the 'Soldier Will- Survey questionnaire and training performance
data callec-ed by RADOC Combined Arms Test Acivirty (TCATA). in addition to
cesting the viability of the analytic =del descr.bed in :w".R's New Manninir
System Field Evaluacton. Technical tevor N.o. t ('MAR, November 1.985,. see



Chapter 5, 'The Measurement of 'Soldier Will',- Introduction). Specifically,

one study examined the relationship of "soldier will" scales to individual and

collective training and performance data collected by TCATA.. The other study

developed an analytic model (discriminant analysis) that predicted whether A

soldier was a COHORT or nonCOHORT soldier based solely on his 'soldier will"

scale scores. This paper also examined the relacionship between Living in the

barracka and "soldier will," and too, how this relationship changed from

aounCOHOaT to COHORT units. These studies employed the same 27 complnies used

!in the first technical report (one-fifth of the total sampling frame);

therefore, results should not be construed as definitive, but rather
descriptive and exploratort. Manuscripts describing the results cf two

investigations appear in Annex I of the Appendices. Brief abstracts of each

research effort appear below.

Relationshios between 'Soldier Will,' Training and
Performance Measures, and Eype or Kep.lacement

The objectives of this study were: (1) compare COHORT and nonCOROET
units on the newLy constructed 'soldier vill" scales; (2) compare COHORT and

nonCOHO8T uniLs on available training and performance data collected by TCATA;,

(3) determine relationships between Osoldier will- measures, and training and

performance measures; and (4) examine whether the former relationships varied

by unit status, either,'COHORT or nonCOHORT.

Albeit differences were small, COHORT soldiers consistently showed

greater -soldier wiLL" than di4 %onC3KORT soldiers, even when personal and

unit characteriscics were held constant. When examining reported manhours
devoted co specific types of training, COHORT and nonCOHORT companies did not

differ in time spent in training. rn addition, the percent (number
passed/number tested X 100) of soldiers who passed the APRT, qualified on the

Weapons Qualification Test, and qualif:ked as either expert," 'sharpshooter,"

or "*arksman" did act differ between CHORT and aonCOHORT units.

Individual-Level soldier "delinquenc7' measures, like AWOL status, number

of AWOLs, and number of nonjudicial ;unishments were significantly and
negatively related co 'soldier wiUll measures. That is, soldiers who scored

highest on 'soldier will had Lowest delinquency rates.

Overall, negacive relactonships were observed between maanhours devoted to
particular types of training and "soldier will" measures. :n other words,
units who did more training scored lowest on "soldier wltll." These
relationships typically became less negative, approached zero correlations, or
became slightly positive going from nonCOHORT to COHORT units.

Although COHORT units displayed greater 'soldier "ill," these differences

might be attributable to pre--exjstinX personal and/or unit differences, and

nat necessarily to the COHORT process. As data are collected on the same
units of greater number across time, alternative explanations of results can
be ruled out.

Greater "soldier "ill" was observed in units chat scend fever revorted
manhours in training: a possible tntacretation is units that have higher
"soLdier will" (i.e., greater morale, sense of pride, confidence in

themselves, their weaoonr7, and performance in combat) may spend Less time in
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training as they are probably better trained and more efficient in their
training. The picture was less clear when these relationships were examined
by CHORT and nonCOHORT status. The previously observed negative correlatious
between 'soldier will" and training manhours became less negative, near zero,
or became slightly positive in COHORT than in aonCOHORT units. The difficulty

in interpreting results is, in part, attributable to the inherent limitations
of the airrent training data.

"Present analyses investigating relationships between 'soldier will- and
training performance data are severely limited due to shortcomings of the
training data (e.g., greater than 85Z of the variables currently have no

values ocher than zeros; there is a lack of precision in measurements,
etc.). This issue is discussed in greater detail in the next section.

Another tnherent shortcoming of the current training data Ls that much of
the manhours data are gathered from the battalion and company training rosters
and often do not reflect actwul activities. As a result, the validity of
these data are questionable.

Predicting COHORT Status Based an "Soldier Vill measures and the
ReAIAtionsbhics between BarraMN Livi~ng "Soldier Wil'P1U- and COKORT Status

The objectives of this study wer&: (1) create a conglomerate 'soldier
will' scale score by employing a discriminant function; (2) predict a
soldier's unIt replacement status (either COHORT or nonCOHORT) based solely on
this combined soldier will score while cont-roll-ng for persona.l and unit
characteristics; and (3) exain-4e the relationship between 'soldier will' and
barracks Living, and too, how this relationship changes from nonuCHORT to
COUG&r =nits.

qith some degree of confidence (64Z to 68% correct classification), a
soldier's unit status (COHOZZ or nonCOHOaT) was predicted based solely on
"soldier •uill scale scares while controlling for personal and unit

characteristics. Of the "sold4ler will" measures, Company Combat Confidence,
Sense of Pride, and Unit Teamwork contributed most to the prediction. Of
Lesser importance yore UniL Social Climate and Seall-'Jnit Confidence, and of
Little or no importance were the Senior Command Confidence and Concerned

Leaderstpip scales (see Tables 6-L2 for scale items).

tasert Tables 6-12 about here

Results were as expected. The COHORT strategy was intended to build
cohesive (units with more positive social clzmate, more unit teamwork, and
=ore unit pride) And confident fighcing units (greater confidence in small-
unit leaders and their ability to do well in combat.)

Turning now co relatloaships between -soldier will- and where soldiers
Live, aCnCOHORT soldiers living in the barracks had significantly Less
"soldier will- than did nonCOHORT soldiers living either in on-post or off-
aosr. housing. Oifferences betwreen Chese same Living arrangements were Less

apparent iLn COHORT units: oanCOHOWOta housed outside the barracks were
&enerallf comparable in -soldier -will" to COHORT groups. The group tending co



score highest across -soldier will" measures was the barracks -CORT group.
The tendency for COHORTs to do best in the barracks environment and nonCOHORTs
in the barracks to do worse, in comparison to ochers of similar unit status,
was probably related to the unique characteristics of the barracks. it would
appear that COHORT status does enhance 'soldier will," especially for soldiers
living in the barracks. This makes intuitive and logical sense. Findings in
social psychology also provide empirical validity to this explanation:
Generally, people who have frequent exposure are more likely to do things
together and become friends than are those people who have less f:rquent
contact. The dinmnished effect of unit status upon 'soldier wll' outside the
barracks would be better .understoad with more knowledge about the nature of
social supporas away from the barracks, and whether these tend to encourage,
supplant, or neutralize the development of COHORT-like effects, such as
bonding among unit members.

Second Iteration 'Soldier 'Jill' Questionnaire Instrument

Based on analyses of first iteration questionnaire data obtained from a
subsample of units (27 companies) in the NhS Field Evaluation, scales believed
to assess unit morale and cohesion were constructed (New ManninE Svstem Field
Eva luation, Technical Retort No. , VtRAIR, 1985, Chapter j, "'Ehe Measurement
oa '1l50aer wt",). dsulcs or t ese analyses in addiLion to soldier
conencs and feedback provided by BM contractors were used to modify the
first iteration questionnaire (see Annex II of the Appendix). Most noted
changes were: the deletion of many items (considerably reducing the time to
complete the questionnaire); and "stream--Uning" the sequence of responding to
items by color-coding sections that pertained to specific subgroups within the
units (e.g., E4s and below, married ;personnel Living te .- their spouses,
etc.).

The Seed for M.eaningful Perfor-marice Oata

WJRAIL's NMS Field Evaluation, 'Soldier giL.I Survey, cur-rent research
efforts focus on: (L) differences in training and performance (on the
Lndividua1-Level, and more Importantly, on the group-Level) between COHOR and
nonCOHORT soldiers; and (Z) the relationship of our newly developed -soldier
will measures to training performance. We are also interested in how these
lacter relationships vary by COHORT-.nonCOHORT status. "xamining these
relationships is an extension of an analytic model that is vrounded Ln
previous research (described in the .ntroduction of Chapter 5, of the New
Manning S vstem Field Evaluat-oln .achnical .tenort No. to, RAZR, November,
1985).

The first phase of analyses was aimed at developing reliable and Valid
measures of -soldier will." These analyses are described in the first
technical report. The second phase of anal7ses w'as to ascertaia relarions hipr
between these -soldier will- measures and training performance data (see
manuscript in Appendix t1). Training and performance data are crucial for
WL4XR's analyses. Usable (chat is, reliable, Valid, and emaningful 7is--v'-is
some logical set of assumptions and hypocheses) tra-.1±ng and per.formance data
are aocessar7 in ex•m=ninq relationships of "soldier •vill" to t-alning
performance. tan waork-ing with the current craining perfo.rance data base, boch
JRAIR and tCATA have noted problems which deserve further attention. T-hese

problems 00 NOT reflect. on TCATA's data collection efforts, rather these
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problems are inherent in the nature and process of how Lhe Ar=y has viewed
soldier and unit Lraining performance.

The first concern is that many training performance variables have zero-

entries. Looking ac 27 companies (one-fifth of the enctie sampling frame),
only 15Z of the Z45 variables reported to WRAIR had any variance (values other
than zero-,ncries). Because variables of conceptual interest (i.e., variables
contained in hypotheses grounded in concept or theory) lacked variation, we

were left correlating whatever variables had variation wich others. The data
then do our thinking for us, rather than thinking first and then, using data
to rest hypotheses. Because training performance data are part of our

analytic plan, this Lack of varlation within the training performance data
presents a uajbr obstacle to our research effort. Potential solutions are:

(1) co increase the precision with which data are collected; and (2) to ground

daca collection within some logical. set of assumptions or theory.

Training and performance measures musc be precise enough to decect
differences between COHORT and nonCOHORT units. For example, scoring a

battalion's performance on an ARTE? as either pass or fail may not allow
meaningful comparisons between COHORT aod nonCROF= units. Similarly,
recording the AMT scaore as either pass or tail may act show differences
between COHaF and monCOHOR' unit.s when most soldiers pass the test anyway.

An analogy wohld be attemting to demonscrace differences in height becween
Sand women using yard-stick measurements only. Surely, there is a
difference in height between cen and wouen, yet this difference lies between a

thrae-foot interval. Any future performance measures must allow for greacer

variability and precision in measurement* i.e., have more than two values on a
given variable.

Another solution to getting more meaningful 'training and performance data
is to collect data on variables that have soms relevance to an overarching
theor7 or concept as tc how COHORT is supposed to work oan soldier morale and

group cohesion, and in turn, on training and perform'anca outcomes. Many
training and performance data are being collected without being.grounded in
some Set of logical expectations or theory.

Another problem with the current behavioral data being collected is that
they are too "process-oriented," and too. are typically measurements taken on
tndvidual soLdiers. .•uch of the current data being collected show how COHORT
and "nonCCHORT units differ in -ypes of training. 'Jhile these data may be
useful in ascertaining the machanisms of the COHOSI= process, we have lictle
data of outcom• nature, namely how COHORT and monCOIORT units differ in
Individual (profilenc7 in combat skills) and group performance (like crew

performance). The latter level of measurement is the most c-ucial, as the
intended human affects of COHORT is to bolster =it cohesion-a group-Level
phenomenon-'-hich Ln turn is to improve grouo performance and a unit's combat-.
readiness. Groups of soldi4e3 or units fight wars, not Lindividual sodiders.

3oth JRAIR and TCA7A recognize the £•mnrtanca of these data
Limitations. Clearly though, the measurement problems described here are
beyond JRA.R and TCATA's ability to remedy. Tlhey require a re-examirration of
the fundamental -way in which the Army ,has viewed what ts imvor-anc in terms of

Lraining outcomes, and therefore, a discussicn of what are the relevant issues
of training zeorormance is reauired at higher ecihelons, e.g., at the 11CIA



level-. Reliable, valid and meaningful performance measures are not only
crucial to the WRAIR N Field Evaluacion but also to the Army. To know which
unit does betzer than another, and to be able to relate these performance
difference to diferences in personnel craifting, deployment, etc. or to some
ocher "changeable" processes viii idencify those ingredients necessary for. a
combat-ready and combat effeccive force.
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Table Z

Crossstabulatiou of Batta•ions Included in First Iteration Analyses !)v Unit Stius. Co,,
ArS LýYpe, and14 'NUS• I NcpUS Location

Combat Arms COROa- ,ionuCOEO~R low Tocals
Unit:

Infancry CONUS S - Z 7
OCOZIUS L L 2

Armor CONUS I 1 2
OCONUS L . 2

Field CONUS 2 1 3
Artillery OCONUS 0 0 0

Colum Totals LO 6 16
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Table 3

Croesetab'zI.at4on of COsPAnieS Included in Ftrsc Iteration Analyses UaOoit Stat~us, COMb
w23* lye and (W/Ubucuus L6cation

Combat Arms COROCL nonCOIHOR Row Totals
Unit,

Imfantr7 CONUS 3 14
O=NUS I. I

Armor CONUS 3 25
ocotiUS I L 2

Field COMUS I I. 2
Arttl.llery OCONUS 2

colum ?ociats 11516
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Table 4

Summary of Response Rates for Unit.s Parti±ca• s;•n.i. the First. tIeraclonl of

the MUM Will" Survey

lndeoendent. Comanies (N-29)

Response 2•ate 9o. of Units

8O.0O and greater L3
75.0Z - 79.9% 3
70. 0 - 74.9Z L
65.0% - 69.9% 3
55.0% - 64.9% .
54.9% and less 0

Trota.l 21

Note. P-ange - 62.4 to 93.4. Eight c•mpanies have noc submitted data to
CaCulate response rates.
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Table 5

Sum.ry of Response Rates for Units Participating in the Firsc Iteration of
Ifie -Solad.er WM S'urvev

Battalions (N-L6)

Response Race No. of Units

80.0% an greacer 7
75.0Z - 79.9Z 2
70.02 - 74.9Z 1
65.0% - 69.9Z 3
55.0Z - 64.9% 2
54.9% and Less 0

Tot&L

Note.- Lange - 55.7 to 93.7. One battalion has not submicted dat.a co
• -MLata response races.

Companies Comorisin; Above 3att.alins (N-7S)

Response Rate No. of rUnits

80.0% and ;reater 33
75.0= - 79.9% 8
70.0Z - 74.9% t8
55.0Z - 69.9Z
55.0Z - 64.9% 5
54.9Z and less 5

Total 73

.IoCe. Range - 29.6 to 99.2. Five Companies have nor submitted data too
--culace response races.
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Table 6

Company Combat Confidence Scale rtems

Scale Item Item-Total
Mf SMD Cor'relaction

K. This wmopan is oue of the
best in the Ar-y.a Z.80 L.1W .66

P3. Th off icers Lan this company
reaxly seem co kov their
stuff.a 2.87 1.03 .56

P4. I chink this company would
do a better job Ln combat
Chau mosc ocher A.my uz.±.ts.a 3.08 .98 .70

P19. t have real confideuca in

mor •wpany's. abli Cy to
4se our WapotS.a 3.35 .97 .67

P20. I think th level of
emi-ni• tLn Chis company
i3s v"7 hLght.a 3.23 1.08 .61

?32. t chink we are better
cfbned than moat other
compan.ies in the Army.-& 3.05 1.03 .67

M3. The officers In this
com~any would Lead well
Ln caabac.a 2.85 1.00 .66

?34. The R•s La ch", company
would Lead well tn cambac.a 3.Z3 L.Oz .58

?31. Soldiers Ln this company
have enough skills Chat t
would trust chem with ny
life in combat.a Z.75 L.13 .63

P18. t have a Loa of confi-
fidence, In our weapons.J. 349 1.05 3

?21. If Z have co go into
combat, r have a .oC of
confidence in m.seLf.a 3.98 .,9 .33



Table 6 (continued)

Company Combat Confidence Scale tems

S"al Itex I tem-Total
M SD Correlation

2". Elow would you describe
youcompany Is readiness
for comba.?cb 3.05 .97 .62

13. Raw would you describe
your fellow soldier'sa
raadinasa to fight if and
when it is necessar7?b 3.10 .97 .54

U3. Zow much counidence do
you have in your unio's
major weapons systm
(tanks, APCa, and so on)?b 3.13 L.14 .57

014. Mw would you rate your
own skills and abilities
as a soldier (uslmg your weapons,
operating and mainctaning
your equipment, and so on)?b 3.90 .77 .Z8

U17. Row would you describe
the condition of your
.unit 's major weapons
systems (tanks, APRC,
and so on)? tn ocher words,
what kind of shape are
they £n?c 3.29 .97 .52

US. .n the event of combat, how would
you describe 7our confidence in
your Company Comiander?0  3.34 1.L4 .53

Note. L.istw-se delectio was emoloyed, N - 2537; Total. N possible " Z809
or missing cases - 9.7). Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the scale - .91.

afespouses ranged Irom "strongly disagree- (1) to "strongly agree" (5).
blAsponses ranged Iram "very lov" (1) to "ver-y high' (5).
cR.esponses ranged from "er7 bad- (1) to "'ery good- (5).
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Table 7

Senior Command Confidence Scale Items

Scale Item It em-Tocal
H SDI Correlation

&Ww'uld you describe
Suconfidence in the cact.ca.

decisions of the fol.lowung:

U8. your 3acaliou Commanrder?a 3.54 L.07 .73

U9. youwr a'igade Commander? 3.69 .96 .88

U10. your Division Commander? 3.69 .95 .91

1311. your Corps Commander? 3.63 .97 .89

1U12. the AM Cqeeral Scaff? 3.6Z L.OZ .82

Not.e. Li.stalse deletion was employed, H - 2660; Tocal N possible Z8 230 (Z of missig
cases - 6.L). Cronbach.'s al.pha coefficient for the scale - .94.
aLsponses to a11 iLtes ranged from 'very lo-v (L) co -very high' (5).



TabLe 8

Small-Unit Command Confidence Scale Items

Sc;is Item Item-Total
M SD Correlation

SL8. Ky squad leader know• his
(her stuff.a. 3.46 1.10 .54

Sig. my ?iaoo' Serleant knownhUsther) stUff ;a 3.47 1. 11 .59

$20. mY platoon leader knows
his(her) TIRaz.a 3.30 1.1.1 .60

S21. tf we went co war
tomorro, I mould feel
good withm =sanad._ 3.11 t.14 .65

S22. tf we vent Co war
tomorrow, I would feel
good with my placoon.a 3.02 1.13 .68

SZ5. HCOS in my company are
Me"Itnd I would vant Co

serve under in combat.a 2.99 1.08 .65

SZt. Officers in my company
are ""kind T would want
to serve under in combat.a 2.76 1.03 .57

In the even7 of combat, how would
you describe your confidence
in the tollowing:

U4. your olatoon Leaderb 3.25 L.22 .59

U5. your Company Commander?b 3.31 L.15 .47

U6. your crew/squad mcbers?b 3.37 1.04 .54.

U7. yourself?b 3.86 .94 .36

Note. LtsCJise deletion was employed, N - 1771; Total H possible - 1922 (t of missing
cases - 7.9). Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the scale - .87.
aesponses ranged-from 'scrounl7 disagzee" (1) to -strongI7 agree' (5).
Responses ranged from "ve7y low- (1) to "very high- (5).
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Table 9

Concerned Leadership Scale Items

Scale ttem Item-Toca!
SD Correlation

SIL. Wr pLattoon serveant talks
to pe rsoaa.U7 outside
normal duties.a 2.73 1.18 .57

S1Z. My 211too leader talks
to persoaill oucsade
noral. duties. 2.59 1.16 .60

S13. The comoauv coander
Calks to m 'peronally
oucsade normal ducies. Z.:3 1.03 .55

S14. Hy officers are interested
in Wy personal welfare. Z.69 L.08 .67

S15. y 4cos are tLnCexested La
cy personal welfare. Z.98 .L5 .68

S16. 4y officers are incerested
in wat L tink and hu I
feel about thiaigs. Z.61 1.06 .70

SL7. My M(s are interested
in WRat"Z think and how

feel about things. Z.85 1.11 .69

S23. My chain-of -coand
vorks vwel. Z.83 L.Lz .58

?26. ..y super-ors =haa a-
attempt to treatr as a

person. 2.84 1.21 .60

Noce. Lisc-vise ýdeletion vas employed, X - L799; Total , •posible "922 (% of'•seng
cases - 6.4). Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the scale - .88.

. e all itaex ranged from 'strongly disagree- (1) to stcroua17 agree' (5).



Table 10

Sense of Pride Scale Items

Scale Ttem Item-Total
M SD Correlation

Ft. am proud to be in.

Che Ar-•u•. 3.86 1.07 .55

F2. 1 an proud of my company. 3.23 1.14 .70

F3. I really feel. that I
belong in my coapamy. 2.95 1.13 .67

F4. I am an imporrasc part
of my company. 3.45 1.19 .58

FO0. Whac I do in the Azmy
L4 o~rhwvhle. 3.41 1.22 .63

F13. On 'the whole, the Army
gives we a chance to -be
&11. 1 can be.' 2.50 1.Z6 .54

F14. The equipment of the
American Army is better
than that of the Iussian
Ary 3.38 L.04 .28

F15. M company will play
a part in winning future
confl icts. 3.49 .97 .56

'fote. .svCtise delecton vas employed, N - Z701; Total N possible Z 2809 ( of =±s..•
cases 3 .9). Cronbac.i's alpha coefficienc for the scale - .A4.
aRespoeses to all items ranged from "stroilgy disagree" (1) to "stz•ga•y agree' (5).
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"Table LI

Unit SOCial. CIUMAce SCaI. tt:.

ScLa" tem; Item-Total
" SD Correlation

12M. -, of the people LU
.h"s =upany c= be truased.a Z.77 1.04 .55

25 t ~t wo spend =y entcire
inJ.Lawuc Ln this company.a 2.08 1.21 .48

n2. P..a.~ in thiis company
feel. very close to each
ocher. a 2.70 .97 .60

129. t ike being Lu t.h.is
cc)"y any2.5A 1.25 .60

P30. In ch.La c=mpacy. you
don't have t.o vacch your 2.12 1.09 .40

P.31. ta W.S =-Many, People
?eaU~y look out for esch
ocher.a Z.63 1.05 .65

S7. I cm.i go to mosc peopLe L=
zy Su- f or help w.hen Z
have a personal problem,
Like beiag Ln debt.a Z.9L 1.11 .56

S8. Can go :o 2o0C peopLe
Lia al" ;Lacaonv for ha-t;
whe n 1. -ave a PersOn•LL
problem, Lkce beiLg in
dec.. a 1.84 L.06 .60

S9. Hear- people iu mysqa
,culd Lau -2 oey in ain

eer;ernc7-.a 3.-36 1.06 .51
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Table 11 (continued)

Unit, Social Climate Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Tocal
M SD Cor"relat ion

SlO. Mosc people in my platoon
would Lend m oney7 in an
=rzencya 3.17 1.03 .53

P9. t spend my af tar-duty
hoars with people in this
cOipau" ' *a 3.16 •.21 .36

PLO. My closest friendships
aZr wit1h the people I
work wich.a 3.10 I.25 .4Z

P17.I would go for help with
a personal problem to
people in the company chaia.a 2.69 1.23 .42

U13. &m would you describe
your unit's togetherness,
or how 'tight' are members
of your ,unit?b 3.01 1.00 .55

U1S. Row woald you describe the
relationships 'jet-ween
officers and the enlisced
La 7your &utc 3.Z3 .97 .40

Note. Lisc-'A.e deletlon was employed; N4 - L705; Total H possible V922 (Z of x.,±- !,as
cases - LL..). Croubach's alpha coefficient for the scale - .86.a.esponses ranged from "strongIr disagree' (1) to "stron-7 agTee (5).

bResponses ranged from "ver7 Low- (L) to 'very7 high (5).
cResponses =anged from 'very bad- (1) to 'very good' (5).
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Table 1.2

Unit Temwork Scale tue2s

S 4410 It em _t *e -To tal

P5. tbqm is lo 1of tUAW-
Woik and coopeoracio
4=o0g soldiers in my
cowpanyva 

3.06 .I..4 .56
F6. f*icar most always get

'wl 'm-andt whole-Ghear:.dc-o`pegac1on fVom soldler 3 . 3.15 1.08 .64

F7. 1cas most .always get
;Mu..ig =an "hole.-
h•a•aed cop. rat.on fro=soldiers. 

3.17 10.1tZ .66
FR. Oucsida tormal company

ducies, soldiers La my
c.ompany uWould do mostanything for tiheir
*fficA. s. Z.63 L.09

F9. Outside norma.L company
duri.s, soldie"r L my
cOOPany woulA do mostCayting for their Zs.9 1.10 .61

Soc . =-LLstwise deletion was employed, N - 2760; Total N possibJ.e * 2809 (, ofcases - L.7). Cronbach's alpha cooeffcient for Cho scale - .83.
a-Veouses Co a.L iLems rmnged *rc m strOngL., dlsagree6 (1) to 'strougly agroo (5).
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Introduction

The newest aspect of the New Manning System (NMS) is the
rotation of intact battalions to a new post. Currently, this
involves rotating eight battalions; four CONUS based battalions
will exchange places with four OCONUS battalions. These units
will rotate both soldiers and their families. In the past
several years, the Army has gained considerable experience in.
rotating company-sized units with family members. Although
deploying large units is relatively commonplace for the Army,
moving battalion-sized units with their families is not. The
only recent experience any-post has was the rotation of the 2nd
Battalion 67th- Field Artillery (2-67 ?A) from Europe to Ft Riley.
Further "lessons learned" from the company rotations have not
been generally disseminated to the stafS personnel (community or
unit) responsible for planning battalion rotation. In
discussions with a considerable number of staff personnel, these
prior rotations were rarely mentioned as a source of information
or guidance. There has apparently been no distribution of any
after action report from the 2-67 FA battalion rotation. The
movement of such a large number of people has the potential to
overload and disrupt vital community support services for those
who deploy and those who remain behind in the community. Also,
the integration and adaptation of the arriving soldiers and
families could be adversely affected. On the other hand, moving
intact units with their families might offer the opportunity for
less stressful moves and a more successful transition into a new
environment.

The present study was initiated to help assess the impact of
battalion rotation on the soldier, his family and the military
community. This report focuses only on the four battalions which
are rotating to OCONUS and on the four non-rotating battalions
selected for compax-son from the same posts. Subsequent reports
will discuss the OCONUS battalions. The primary data source is
open-ended interviews asking general questions about battalion
rotation. Respondents were free to present and discuss issues of
importance to them. The interviews were conducted with various
groups of volunteers, including wives from rotating battalions,
wives from non-rotating battalions and unit leaders. t also
interviewed individuals representing the major community su.port
and resource agencies in the affected communities. The active
duty soldiers from four battalions (two rotating and two
comparison) were also included. All of the participants in this
study also participated in other parts of the NMS field
evaluation. They are completing questionnaires dealing with
morale, adjustment, and community issues. Data from these
questionnaires will be available to compare with and help in the -

interpretation of interview responses.

Progress

rnitial'interviews of community support and resource agency
personnel, selected unit Leaders, as well as the initial group
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interviews of spouses in rotating and non-rotating battalions
have been completed. The second phase of the project will
include a final pre-deployment interview of unit and community
personnel at each post. individual family interviews (of the
soldier and his spouse) will be conducted in two rotating CONUS
battalions and their two comparison battalions prior to the
rotation date. These interviews will be completed during the
period 15 March- 5 May 1986.

Preliminary Findings:

The data reported below are based on a comparatively small
number of interviews (less than 30), and should be considered
preliminary in nature. These data were collected about six
months prior to the battalion rotation date.

a) Community Issues. Each of the CONUS military communities has
evolved a reasonable plan to handle the rotation of battalions in
and out of the community. Each has prepared for the extra
requirements which will impact on its support agencies. In
general, the community staffs and agencies believe that the
processing and settling of the new arrivals will proceed without
great disruption of community services for many citizens. There
are frequently a number of "special privileges" accorded to the
arriving battalion, such as reserving a limited number of base
housing units, painting billets, provision of free child care,
and moving battalion members up on the waiting list for housing.

Sharing of community support plans across military
communities has been almost non-existent. Plans were nct
effectively circulated until all major aspects had been discussed

-and decided by each community. Each community faced essentially
the same problems to help the departing battalions, and to
integrate the rotating battalions which arrive. Since the
coordinating staff oa the OPCA from at least one major post had
not received FSG guidelines, it appears that HQ DA policy
guidance was not effectively distributed. The source of this
"shortfall" is unknown. in spite of this, each community has
developed comprehensive plans and seems to this observer well
prepared to handle the large influx and departure of soldiers and
families.

b) Unit Issues. Each division headquarters has independently
eeveloped a plan to rotate its (arriving and departing)
battalions. There are many commonalities in these plans,
although each is handling military leave,.shipment of vehicles,
port call, etc., according to its own design. There was
relatively little early coordination across divisions, and no
attempt to develop a workable plan that all could contribute to
and follow. While this may be a higher command leVel issue, it
resulted in a considerable duplication of effort by staff in each
division.

Selection of NCOs to remain in or )oin the battalion (and
rotate OCONUS) was also handled differently among the battalions.
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Most battalions required all eligible NCOs to accompany the
battalion or sign a bar to reenlistment. One battalion sought
volunteers from throughout the division. This battalion reported
having no difficulty filling its slots, and also had none of the
anger seen among the NCOs in other units who felt coerced into
remaining with or joining the battalion. NCOs who felt coerced
were angry even if they stated that they otherwise wanted to move
oCoNUS in the first place.

Considerable efforts are being expended by-each rotating
battalion to provide family members with :information about the
move and its implications for the family. Each.of the four
rotating battalions has organiied soldiers' wives, either through
formal *Yamily Support Groups" or through active solicitations,
mailings, and meetings. These efforts are generally run by
officers' wives with the active encouragement and support of the
battalion commanders. Although these officer wives have been
encouraging support and involvement of enlisted and NCO wives,
they have been relatively unsuccessful in recruiting those wives.

No battalion (or military community) has established,
provisions-to assist or maintain contact with spouses who choose
not to rotate with the battalion. However, those units that
participated in a recent RSFORGER exercise~did use the family
support networks which will also be availible to support the
summertime battalion rotations. tn two non-rotating (comparison)
battalions family support groups are seen as competing with the
commanders for power and control. This has not occurred in other
battalions.

c) 9amilv rssues. .Family members from the non-rotating
battaiions are familiar with the plans to rotate battalions, but
do not forese2 any negative implications for themselves or other
community residents at this time. There is much concern among
wives of the rotating battalions about issues like housing,
findinq facts about the rotation, and any negative impact of
battalion rotation on their husband's careers (the latter is
actually a COHORT issue). Most are enthusiastic about the move,
and in cases where a particular wife expresses doubt about it,
other wives frequently try to convince her of the merits of going
overseas as a group. The idea that "we will do t.ais together, by
helping ea.-h other' is often expressed. A few spouses have
expressed concern about possible negative reactions from other
community residents directed at members of the rotating
battalions. This concern arose from those women who had had
negative experiences as part of COHORT company rotation (e.g.,
they describe how family members of some COHORT units were
ostracised by other residents due to the special privileges they
received) .

Many wives lack knowledge and understanding of the battalion
rotation program. This is a persistent problem that continues to
occur in spite oe comprehensive efforts on the part of each
battalion to provide information to these spouses. Efforts
include multiple newsletters, using soldiers as messengers,
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personal mailings to' the wives, battalion-wide meetings with time
off for soldiers who bring their wives, some mandatory processing
for specific topics (like applying for passports and driver's
license), use of wives to assist in administrative tasks
associated with rotation personnel actions, and the personal
involvement of battalion commanders" in the inZo.-ation program.

Organization of spouses in a battalion is generally from the
top down, i.e., a small group of dedicated officers' wives serves
as a catalyst for meetings, letters, etc. A relatively small
proportion of enlisted wives participate in these activities, and
this limited participation seems to represent reticence or
discomfort on the part of enlisted wives. The rank differences of
their husbands appear to serve as powerful barriers to
cooperation and communication. These are often reinforced in the
everyday conversation of the soldiers, as well as in negative

'beliefs about "fraternization" on the part of the spouses. In
any case, the efforts to provide information to spouses have not
included visible attempts to incorporate wives into the battalion
rotation planning process. Each of the wives' groups has
developed a newsletter of some sort for all battalion wives. aut
there have been few attempts to bring wives of the various
rotating battalions together to allow sharing of common
information or ideas. most programs to organize wives have been
at the battalion level; there have been few attempts to organize
wives within company sized units.

There remains a small proportion (apparently less than ten
percent) of wives (and possibly soldiers) who want the military
to have nothing to do with families. intensive efforts to
involve these people continue to fail.

Future Plans

Individual and group interviews will be continued, both
prior to and shortly after battalion rotation. A concerted
effort to refine the observations reported here will be made.
The next technical report will include results of additional
group interviews, as well as individual interviews of a randomly
selected sample of soldiers and wives.
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Unit Interviews in COHORT and NONCOHORT Battalions

Background

Based on a model developed during WRAIR's earlier

assessment of COHORT and nonCOHORT company-sized units in
USAREUR (Marlowe, 1985), WRAIR scientists have conducted
interviews in four USAREUR battalions: two COHORT units and
their matched nonCOHORT units as well as one CONUS based
battalion. All of t-ese interviews occurred in garrison, in

either an office or a classroom setting.

Individual interviews were held with each battalion

commander and with his executive officer, command sergeant
major, and chaplain. A group interview was held with the

battalion staff officers. In addition, in depth interviews

were conducted among the cadre and soldiers in two.randomly
chosen line Companies/batteries and in the headquarters

Company/battery.

At the company/battery level, individual intervie.,5 were
hold with the commander, his first sergeant, and with at least
two groups of 4 to 6 senior non-commissioned officers. In

each unit, group interviews were also conducted with four to
six groups of soldiers (6 to 8 corporals and below in each

group). While no claim can be made that the soldiers
interviewed represent a random selection of unit personnel,
they did present a broad spectrum of background
characteristics and personal attitudes.

In addition to these garrison-based unit interviews, a
4RAIR scientist recently spent a week with a CONUS-baSed
nonCOHORT Study battalion while that unit was engaged in an

extended field training exercise. Observations and interviews
were conducted at the company, platoon, squad and individual

soldier level. The platoons, squads, and personnel of two
line companies and selected sections of the headquarters unit
were the focus of the researcher's attention. Contact was on
a 24-hour a day basis and the researcher participated in

and/or Observed all unit/soldier activities.

Some Staff officers have raised the Concern that WRAIR
garrison and field interviews and observations might prove to

be a burden on Study units and disrupt unit activities. Based

on these recent experiences, it is clear that neither the
garrison interview schedule nor the field contacts are
significant training distr2cterS. Because of the advanced
coordination with these units, the flexibility of the WRAIR

staff, and the nature Of both garrison and field training

schedules, sufficient time can be found for the WRAIR
interviews without burdening a unit and its personnel: Only
individuals or small groups are impacted by the WRAIR.'L
researctxers at any one time and each for only an hour to an
hour and a half of total time in any given interview cycle
within a unit. When interviewing takes place during field
eqrc'ses and deployments it essentially occurs as part of the

onioing conversations and discuSsions that occur during



periods of lower activity. In fact, rather than being a
burden, most officers, NCOS, and soldiers interpreted these
contacts as an example of the Army's interest in knowing what
they think. Across the ranks, these soldiers were candid in

their assessment of themselves and their unit.

General Issues

The material discussed in this section relates to an
assortment of issues generated during the garrison
observations of and interviews with COHORT soldiers.

Newness: The COHORT units that we visited had been

organized under the COHORT Unit Movement System for less than
six months. In fact, a major concern of both COHORT battalion
commanders was the fact that they were still receiving new
unit members and/or that they were still missing individuals
in key positions. Based on observations in both of these

units, it is important to remember that the "newness" of these
units will (or at least should) be reflected in the Soldier
Will survey data. Many of the soldiers in these units were
just getting to know one another and they were just beginning

to develop both work and personal relationships. At that
point in time, the nonCOHORT comparison units had a greater
overall deg-ee of stability and unit members had experienced a
longer duration of unit membership than the corresponding
COHORT soldiers. In the CONUS battalion the OSUT packages
spoke in terms of the same basic pattern of horizontal bonding
that has characterized all company COHORT units. Howey-r, at
this earlier point in the unit life cycle they did not exhibit

the confidence in training, skill and unit competence that
marks the mature COHORT company.

Nominal COHORT: It is important to recognize that OCONUS

COHORT units 'were not created by organizing OSUT trained
(first-term) COHORT companies/batteries into a COHORT
battalion (as was the case in most of the CONUS COHORT
battalions including those in the 7th I(L)). What has been
created is a "stabilized" battalion bearing the COHORT label.

The sets of common experiences that are requisite for unit
bonding have not been available to the unit members,
particularly those major and critical field exercises that
appear to play important roles in the expansion of
interpersonal knowledge, tr,'St and confidence. There has
been, as well an exceptional amount of turbulence, at all

levels in USAREUR and at Mid-term and career soldier levels in
COMUS, associated with the formation of the COHORT and nominal
COHORT battalions. In November of 1985, for example, a large
number of USAREUR soldiers were still unsure as to whether or
not they were rotiting with their units. Based on these unit
life histories, it is appropriate to expect that we will see
differences in the Soldier will survey data between these
"nominal" COHORT un-its and those COHORT units formed with
groups of first-term soldiers coming from a common OS1JT

training experience.

Rotall'onal units: Both of these USAREUR COHORT units are
scheduled to rotate to CONUS during the Summer of 1986.
interestinqly, many of the Off'CerS. moSt of the NCOs and
almoSt 2l1 Of the enlisted sold er-S interviewed equated the



term COHORT with the rotation. The focus of their attention
was not on staying together (i.e., personnel stability),
rather the focus was on rotating back to the United States as
a group. For many of these individuals the whole purpose of
this effort is for "the Army to try to save money by moving
the whole unit at once, and we are their guinea pigs."

The majority of their complaints about COHORT reflect
their concerns about the rotation and/or their new
installation, and do not reflect their attitude toward their
unit. In most Cases, when asked if they would prefer to
rotate back to CONUS (the Same location) as an individual, as
a member of their current unit, or as a member of another
unit, almost all of these soldiers expressed the desire to
stay with their current unit. Most of the Cadre members
interviewed had received little if any education, training or
indoctrination about COHORT, the rationale for its existence,
the ends to be worked towards or the special advantages and
problems that characterize the COHORT unit.

The importance of the rotation as an event and its
symbolic blurring with the COHORT concept is understandable
but unfortunate. For the Sol~ier Will survey, this may
present a serious difficulty in the interpretation of soldier
responses to COHORT-related attitudinal questions.

COHORT and personnel Stability: Many COHORT soldiers
(and almost all nonCOHORT Soldiers) had the mistaken
perception that *once in a COHORT unit, you are stuck there
forever." This view was especially prevalent among NCOs, and
was the source.of a great deal of animosity toward the term

COHORT. While there have been some command efforts to educate
our soldiers about the nature and process of COHORT, it is
clear that the message has not gotten across. The result is a
generally negative attitude based on a lack of information
and/or actual misinformation. As we have Seen with company
level COHORT the term itself can become the symbolic cover for
all negative happenings in the military environment and
membership in a COHORT unit is seen as carrying special
disabilities and liabilities by many soldiers for whom local
folklore and rumor are far more readily available than
guidance or regulations promulgated at Headquarters,
Department of the Army.

Unit location: Based on the contacts with these OCONUS

units, it appears that installation location makes an

important contribution to soldiers' overall personal and
military life satisfaction. There are significant differences
between military communities (and major commands e.g.,
divisions) in theIr installation facilities, the
attractiveness of the Local Community, and the command
policies that govern soldiers' duties and their personal lives
ýe.9., length of garrison work day). These location
differences present serious research problems when thd'units
being Compared are in distinctly different locations a is the
case for the two Field artillery battalions in USAREUR. (One
community 1-S considered by almost all soldiers in the unit to
have the best quality of life OCONUS and the other Considered
to have a poor quality of life). St2tistic2l methods can be
used in the human dimension survey to control for some of



these differences but the problem Cannot be completely
resolved. Any interpretation of data comparing these two
units must consider this threat to validity.In the final
analysis it may become necessary to use the case study method
for the most adequate interpretation of the data. ALl data
from the battalions will of necessity have to be qualified in
terms of environmental and contextual variables.

Headquarters companies and batteries: This series of
unit intelrvi-ews has made it clear that company/battery
headquarters formed under the Division 66 J-Series model must
be treated separately in WRAIR's NMS human factors evaluation.
These units are so large, and are Structured and operated in
such a way that they are best thought of as a "confederation"
of sections and not a unit. In these units, soldier
relationships and unit identification typically do not develop
above the level of section.

Observations of Unit Field Training

Background

Recently a WRAIR scientist spent five days in a field
environment with a combat task-force which included three
companies from One of the HMS F.ield Evaluation nonCOHORT
battalions. During his visi't, this scientist was able to
observe and interview soldiers at the company, platoon, squad
and individual level. The scientist remained with the units
(various platoons) on a 24-hour baSis.

Observations:

I. While Field training may seem very rational and
specific at the level of battalion, company, and even platoon,
most of the soldiers who were observed in small-unit training
activities had very little understanding of their actual
Learning Objectives. The reason was that the NCOs conducting
the training did not know or could not identify the learning
objectives themselves or, when they were aware of the training
objectives, they did not take the time to explain them to
their soldiers.

2. A platoon of soldiers was practicing its skills
assaulting an armored vehicle with Vipers (an individually
operated anti-armor weapon). In order to simulate reality,
MILES equipment was being used. Unfortunately, during the
four hours devoted to this training, the platoon was never
able to get the equipment to operate effectively. Either
there was something wrong with the equipment itself or the
cadre did not know how to properly operate ,t. In either case
the soldiers experienced a very boring and generally
unproductive afternoon. The cadre had lost Sight of the
original training objective. Instead of spending the entire
afternoon attempting to Ofix" the MILES equipment, the'y might
have shifted their focus to a "pretend" method and can.,red
the traiDing on issues like identifying target areas on the
vehicle or positioning the weapon from concealed sites. What
Occurred Was a Situation where the Soldiers totally lost sight
of..the prOCeSS and their `OCuS then centered on an outcome
that Only invoIVed gettinp a light (the MrLES equipment) to goon.



S. The field training exeriise that these Soldiers
were participating in was a division-wide effort to test the
ability of the divisiOn's support elements to perform their

combat functions (i.e., Supporting the line units). The

Soldiers in the line units had heard this objective but the
unit cadre had never given them an explanation of what they
were supposed to be learning during this exercise other that,
"the stuff we always do." This Was an important issue because
these soldiers Saw themselves spending a month in the field
doing many things that could be done in garrison or in a
series of brief (even one day) field training exercises.
Without a sense that there was an outcome relevant to them,
this whole exercise became "a waste of time" and detracted
from some of the soldier-and unit-specific training that was

taking place.

4. A first sergeant observed that some of the
support types (e.g., the company clerk, medic, driver etc,.)
had little if anything to do during a particular evening. He
was also aware from their comments that they were bored.
Placing the clerk in charge, he had him organize a raiding
party and plan a night assault on a nearby element of the same
battalion. As part of the planning meeting the first Sergeant
helped the Leader and group members identify their objectives.
He then accompanied these soldiers on the assault, assuming a
unit member role assigned by the patrol leader. After the
attack, the first sergeant sat with an excited and happy bunch
of soldiers to evaluate their efforts. In the two hours spent
in this spontaneous training effort, these young soldiers were
not only exposed to some exciting training, they also had a
chance to evaluate their own performance and soldier skills.

5. On another occasion a company commander received
a requirement to have his unit put on a demonstration for the
press. This provided an unplanned opportunity for the
Commander to take his platoon leaders on an air reconnaissance
of the demonstration site. The commander could only locate
one of his platoon leaders in time and he left the area
seemingly oblivious to the fact that the two platoon sergeants
were readily available and interested in going. One of the
sergeants was brand new to the unit and the area. It would
have been a potentially significant learning experience fqr
him.

6. Some units have a climate where superiors and
subordinates are not candid with one another. There are also
unit leaders who do not have or do not spend time actually

observing individual and unit level training. At each level.
what the Commander believes to be thw case Was seen to be far
14rom the reality. For example, during the platoon Viper
training described earlier, the company commander appeared at
the site. His visit was brief and consisted of his asiking the
platoon Sergeant "How is it going?" and the Sergeant ,;%2uting
and *nthumsiastically saying that "Sir, it's great. Those guys
are getting lots of hits." The commander left the area
believing what he had heard. Later the Same evening this
enthusiastic captain told his battalion commander about the
Viper training onp Of his p tOons had conducted and how grqat



the MILES equipment was and how it provided realism to the
training. This company commander and his boss had no idea how
disastrous the training had been or how bored their soldiers
were from this frustrating experience.

7. The field training observations are critically
important to the WRAIR Human Dimensions evaluation because
they provide a necessary perspective on the difference between
"reported" training and "actual" training experiences. Along
with the issue of unit relationships or "bonding," training
activities are a primary source of the NMS outcome measures
that WRAIR will use in the overall data analyses. It is
critically important that the research. community find reliable
and valid training measures. At the present time such
measures do not exist in other data sources.

Summary

The WRAIR "soldier-unit" observations and interviews are
providing a unique and iiportant opportunity to evaluate a
number of COHORT related issues (e.g., interpersonal
relationships among and between ranks, relationships among
unit families, and the process 'and outcomes of individual and
unit training). This is being accomplished without burdening
unit personnel and their families or disrupting unit training
activities.

Based on the observations and interviews cited in this
report, the following issues are noted:

1. The COHORT units observed were still in the process
of forming a group identity. Unit stability was being
achieved, and unit rotation should provide the kind of "shared
experience" that will facilitate an even further development
of group identity.

2. It is clear that the neuly formed COHORT units have
had only limited success in educatin3 their personnel,
especially career NCOs, about the nature and purpose of the
COHORT program and the reasons for battalion rotation. Many
soldiers confuse COHORT and Battalion Rotation as being one
and the same. They also do not understand or have
misinformation concerning the various policies that govern
these programs. Many individuals believe that these
initiatives will ultimately have some type of hirmful impact
on their careers.

3. More effective and efficient training are primary
goals of the NMS efforts. It is clear from WRAIR's recent
field visits that on the ground observation of actual small
unit trai'ning activities is necessary in order to assess the
impaC'ts of COHORT stability on training activities,
particularly the ability of leaders to capitalize on the
opportunities of the COHORT system. At the present trme there
is no other Source of this type of unit training data-k
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Appendix E

STUDY OF THE HUMAN DIMoENSIONS OF THE 7TH LIGHT :NFANTRY DZVZSION
I October 1985.-. 15 January 1986

I. OVERVIEW

This report: covers'a period dedicated to data analysis and
preparation of findings from the reconnaissance phase.of the
study. (See New Manning System Field Evaluation, Technical Reoort
NO. 1, 1 Nov•3, Chapter VLZ, "INew manning System Lignt infantry
Tssd'es"). Findirgs from the first NMS technical report were
communicated to the senior leadership of the 7th Infantry
Division (Light) and Fort Ord. Fewer site visits to Fort Ord
were conducted than in previous (and projected) quarters.
However, regular contact with units and respondents was
maintained by correspondence and by telephone.

Salient activities studied this quarter were: the evolution
of the 7th MD(L)/Fort Ord and WRAZR study advisory process; the
expansion of family issues and development of family support
efforts within battalions and across the installation community;
and the growth of combat unit military proficiency and. cohesion
during the first year of COHORT life cycle. In addition, the
research team established contact with other Light Infantry
Division (LID) organizations (25th LCD in Hawaii, 12th Mountain
LID at Fort Drum and Fort Benning) and initiated working contacts
with other Army and 0OD research organizations.

During this quarter an initial set of quantitative data from
the first wave of the WRAIR "Soldier Will" surveys was obtained
on four battalions in the 7th ID(L) and processed for analysis.
Preliminary analyses of responses at the battalion level were
performed by the research team by comparing these results to
qualitative reconnaissance observations. The section below on
COHORT unit family demographics demonstrates the initial
incorporation of survey information with observations. The
results of additional uses will appear in future reports.

2. EVALUATION CRITERIA

The ultimate criteria for evaluating the NmS are unit combat
readiness, potential high performance, and resistance to battle
stress. Since these cannot be assessed in peacetime, the WRAIR..
research team has adopted intermediate criteria: training
performance and social climate. Training performance comprises
the proficier-y of individuals or teaes in performing mission-
related task-,. Social climate comprises policies, customs, and
behaviors that affect horizontal and vertical bonding.
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Training performance can, in principle, be assessed using
indicators of individual military proficiency and of unit
performance. Indicators of individual proficiency (SQT scores,
APRT scores, weapons qualification scores) are being collected by
TCATA only as pass-fail in the case of SQT and APRT, or
categorica*lly in the case of weapons qualifications. These
measures do not offer sufficient variance to permit comparative
assessment of the efficacy of training programs. It is of the
utmost importance that numerical scores on the SQT, APRT and
weapons qualification be collected.

Measures of unit training performance--ARTiPs--show no
variability. in order to obtain approximate comparative measures
in units of the 7th 0D(L), WRAIR has used technically qualified
on-site observers to obtain comparison data on unit training
performance.

3. COHORT AND TRAZNING PERFORMANCE

Observational data from COHORT companies/batteries in non-
COHORT battalions in UJSAREUR indicate that the junior enlisted
members of the COHORT packages develop norms of their own. in
the units observed those norms emphasized proficiency in mission-
related activities. rf company or battalion command did not.
share these norms, the junior enlisted men complied nominally
with command objectives, but persisted in following their own
norms. The results often were that COHORT companies were
perceived by commanders as being the best in combat skills, but
the worst in administration and garrison activities.

Observational data from the 7th I0(L) reflected training
performance of COHORT units in favorable command environments.
One observer interviewed commanders and some staff officers in
all of the thirteen infantry and field artillery battalions, and
conducted detailed observations in twelve company/battery-sized
units. He interviewed all of the members af 24 squads/sections,
and watched them during work or training. The limited scope of
those observations makes them suggestive rather than conclusive.

In two brigade-level commands, intra-brigade competitions
Made it possible to assess the relative training performance of
sub-unirs in all-COHORT as compared to company-CCHORT battalions:

o in one brigade-level command, the all-COHORT
battalion placed two of its squads in the top three in a brigade-
wide Best Squad Competition. The same battalion qualified 145 men
for the Expert Infantry Badge within seven months of its.
activation.

o In another brigade-level command, a company of the
ten month-old all-COHORT battalion won the award for best company
in the brigade.



Observations and questioning of cannoneers in six artillery
batteries revealed that most of them possessed the requisite
knowledge to function as gunners, and that many of those in the
all-COHORT battalion also demonstrated the ability to function as
section chiefs. (These data will be reanalyzed controlling for
education and GT scores across the four battalions.)

One battery in the all-COHORT artillery battalion completed
its ARTEP within 90 days of activati.on; all. three companies in an
all:-COHORT infantry battalion completed ARTEPS within 90 days of
activation.

These findings suggest that aLl-COHORT battalions achieve
higher levels. of individual and unit training proficiency in
shorter times than do the company-COHORT battalions. There were
no non-COHORT units with which to compare these achievements.
However, according 'to over -a dozen senior NCOs and officers
queried, no other battalion in the Army qualified a third of its
men for the Expert Infantry Badge (EIB) in a single year, and the
speed with which. companies/batteries reach full operational
capability has not been achieved elsewhere.

COHORT units have broken the often observed cycle of a
decline of morale and commitment following completion of basic
and advanced training- Soldiers in -COHORT units have- remained
highly motivated through the first year in all units observed.
Some officers and NsCOs reported let-downs at about the halfway
point, but said these were moderate in amplitude. Further, one
unit: in its 35th month was observed as it assumed Rapid
Oeployment Force status one. in spite of being within two weeks
of deactivation, the men were as careful, competent,
enthusiastic, and dedicated as soldiers in a newly formed unit.
That a high state of discipline was achieved and preserved to the
very end of a three-year period reflects an additional dimension
of the potential of .the COHORT system.

4. COHORT AND SOCIAL CLIMATE

Career officers and NCOs interviewed in the 7th Infantry
Division (Light) uniformly attributed the rapid achievement of
unusualLy high Levels of military proficiency to the
intelligence, interest, and cooperativeness of che soldiers in
the COHORT packages. However, other commands have received
individual replacements or COHORT packages composed of soldiers
with comparable , qualities. The evidence available to date
suggests that battalions of the 7th infantry Division, and in
paraticular the all-COHORT battalions, are most fully realizing_.
the potential of their first-term soldiers.

However, the primary purpose of the NmS is -o provide an
opportunity for personnel stability that leaders can use for
accretive training and for fostering greater unit cohesion to
strengthen resistance to battle stress casualties. Training
performance/military proficiency is a desirable by-product of the



NMS; it may also be one element contributing to resistance to
battle stress. Other elements of the social climate observed in.
battalions of the Division that appear to foster resistance to
battle stress are the following:

0 Discipline. The Commanding General defines the
objective of discipline in the 7th Division as the creation of a
s.tate of mind that enables each soldier to perform in accordance
with correct professional and moral values in the absence of
"orddrs or supervision , whether on or off duty. Most soldiers,
"down to-privates. behave as if they share this challenging and
personally empowering view.

o The roight Infantry Mission. The light infantry
mission emphasizes independent action by small units. Most
commanders in the 7th infantry Division showed willingness, to
varying degrees, to develop the capability for independent action
by empowering their subordinates. To the'extent that commanders
were able to do this trust developed in both directions, and
subordinates experienced a sense of owning the mission.

o Caring. Most of the leaders observed interacting
with their subordinates, beginning with those at squad/section
level, took an active, searching interest in the personal/
familial, welfare And professional development of their
subordinates. The sample on which this finding is based is small
because it depended on the observer being on the spot at the time
an interaction occurred. it comprised one battalion commander,
two company/battery commanders, three senior NCOs, and two
squad/section leaders.

o Competence. Interviews oa officers and NCOs in the
7th Infantry Division indicate that most have a profound interest
in and knowledge of the details and substance of their
professions. This interest was observed to be contagious, and
leaders demonstrated eagerness to impart their knowledge to their
subordinates.

o Authority. in observations of more than 60 relevant
interactions between soldiers of differing ranks, the soldiers
involved demonstrated mutual respect. The- authority of superiors
appears to be moral--derived fromn the subordinates' recognition
of their Leaders' competence and integrity. Superiors treated
subordinates as colleagues, but there was no question of who was
in charge. Neither was there necessity for ritualized gestures
of subordination. The salute appeared to be a greeting between
members of a common brotherhood rather than an acknowledgement of
inferior status.

There is indirect evidence that these elements of the
social climate in the 7th Division stzengthen the ability of its
members to cope with stress. Units of the Division have
frequently demonstrated sustained superior performance under
prolonged and arduous conditions. For example, during a ten-
month period one battalion spent fifty percent of its time in the



field. Another spent f.ive weeks out of six on FTXs. The first
three months of a third included Rites of ?assage, Light Fighter
Course, squad, platoon, and company ARTEPs, and the division-wide
FTX. These experiences were less intense than war, but their
relative severity, their length compared to the training
environments of most units, and the persistence in outstanding
performance suggest the presence of a powerfully supportive
social climate.

The efficacy of the COHORT system as the foandation of an
order of magnitude improvement in military proficiency has been
demonstrated under unfavorable conditions (COHORT companies in
non-COHORT batt3lilons) and favorable ones (all-COHORT battalions
in a predominantly COHORT division). Evidence of the potential
for the COHORT system to strengthen resistance to psychiatric
battle casualties is beginning to appear in the 7th rnfantry
Division (Light). The apparent success of the Division in
training and building a strong social climate appears to be a
result of synergistic interaction between the COHORT system, the
light infantry mission, and positive leadership. The junior
enlisted soldiers bring intense interest in doing well and in
helping each other. The light infantry mission gives them a sense
of self-direction and dignity. Positive leadership supports
leaders at all levels ir the psychologically dangerous processes
of empowering subordinates, tolerating uncertainty, and acceptihg
responsibility. The result is that soldiers of all ranks commit
not only their time and energy but also their ideas and interest
to supporting each other in carrying out the mission.

There are, however, costs associated with these
achievements. The outlines are just beginning to emerge in data
from surveys of all-COHORT battalions and participant observation
by enlisted data collectors. Preliminary results indicate that
the levels of morale and confidence among the junior enlisted
soldiers do not approach the levels that: senior NCOs and officers
perceived for themselves and their units. The dimensions of
these feelings, and factors associated with them, will be
discussed in subsequent reports.

This preliminary appreciation of the implementation of the
NiMS in the 7th Division is based on Limited observation, and the
precise processes of interaction have -let to be identified, but
the essential relationships have appeared repeatedly. There does
not seem to be any reason wny the lessons learned in the 7th
infantry Division (Light) cannot be useful to other divisions in
which the mission emphasizes decentralized operations (Airland
Battle as well as. low-intensity operations).

S. ?AMILY SUPPORT GROUPS AND UNITS

tnterviews with Family Support Group (FSG) volunteers in
COHORT combat battalions at Fort Ord indicate that active members
share an ethos of common identity as Army wives and family
members. .articipation in :-SG volunteer work enaales spouses to



feel closely attached to their husbands' uni-s and to associate
more freely with one another across (husband's) rank. However,
relatively few junior enlisted and first term soldiers' spouses
are active volunteers during the early COHORT period. Efforts
expended by FSG volunteers usually coincide with, but may
sometimes differ from, the expectations of the military chain of
command. Some ways in which FSGs and units interact are:

a As the division entered into Rapid Deployment Force
readiness status, company and battalion FSGs organized pre-
deployment unit briefings for family members to assist in raising
their awareness of mission needs. Attendance at briefings of
this sort was substantial by the families of junior enlisted men
as well as the families of cadre. These briefings encouraged
individual and mutual coping during the anticipated TOY absences.
Family Support Groups used FTXS to practice deployment coping
procedures and approaches. This process of "getting ready for
alerts" also inspired greater cohesion and social exchange among
spouses and soldiers within their units.

o A Family Support Group Handbook on COHORT, Light
infantry and Community Resources for family member needs at
Fort Ord was prepared by one battalion's FSG leader. This
handbook also contained guidelines on FSG activities. It was
distributed by the installation commander's wife to all
battalion commanders' wives for ,customizing" and adaptation to
the needs of each unit.

o Recognition of the importance of family members to
each unit and to the division has been incorporated into 7th
ID(L) military ceremonies. For example, guest seating was set
aside for family members of all ranks at the parade ground and at
other official occasions. Also, awards to active FSG volunteers
made at unit ceremonies helped provide recognition and further
incentive to volunteering in some units.

o Family Support Groups took on functions that
provided continuity during unit garrison duty as well as TOY.
Soldiers living in the barracks were incorporated into unit-
family social events and all soldiers were welcomed home from
unit TOY by the support group serving bakery goods. Single
soldiers provided services to their units' FSG meetings such as
cnild care, meeting space preparation and clean-up, and printing
of notices. Non-resident wives, and family members of single
soldiers, were mailed FSG newsletters by units.

o Spouses interviewed, including FSG volunteers drom
different units, expressed a need for preparatory skills or-
advance training about functional roles of Family Support Groups
organized by companies -and battalions.. Delays in full-fledged
Family Supporat Group development were experienced in all units
interviewed to some degree. This was partly a result of
inadequate understanding or misconceptions about the FSG role in
unit-family relationships. information and guidance is nee-ded by
unit leaders and their wives, and by soldiers and their wives t;
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promote successful adoption of the FSG mutual assistance
approach.

The concept of a unit-based, command-sponsored, and spouse-
managed voluntary organization is unfamiliar to the Army; it
involves much learning by doing. Natural group leaders among
unit spouses need encouragement to be active regardless of their
husbands' ranks. In the future, commanders and their wives could
benefit from instructional seminars at pre-command school, and
from written materials prepared for distribution. NCOs and
their wives should also receive advance instruction oý the nature
of the unit-based Family Support Group and how to work with it to
assist family members. First term-soldiers would benefit from a
module on the usefulness of Family Support Groups during their
OSUT training. Their wives and families would also be well-served
by receiving written materials describing Family Support Group
activities and welcoming information through the mail; FSGs could
provide new family members with personal introductions upon their
arrival at Fort Ord.

Finally, the Army should issue a notice summarizing the
generic functions of Family Support Groups. It should define the
roles of the volunteer and specify relevant Army regulations
covering volunteers and their relationship to units. This
compilation of basics would help alleviate uncertainties and
allow more rapid and thorough integration of Support Groups in
COHORT and other Army units.

6. COHORT UNIT F.MIL. OEMOGRAPHICS

Based on observations in the field and preliminary findings
from WRAIR "Soldier Will' surveys on combat units in the 7th
tD(I.) , the families attached to COHORT units demonstrate a
distinctive set of household characteristics that develop during
the first year of their three year life cycle. Data from the
first year show:

o Relatively few first term soldiers are married when
they join their unit at Fort Ord. On average, 18% of a COHORT
battalion package have wives, and only two-t.hirds (two or three
dozen) bring their family members to live with them in the
Monterey area. Nearly all junior enlisted families Live in off-
post housing during the first year. A few COHORT families reside
in on-post sub-standard housing or the new mobile home court.

a The junior enlisted marriage rate increases
dramatically during the first COHORT year; the number of married.
men in a battalion may double by the midpoint of the COHORT
Life cycle. Although family size is small at fi.rst, by the end
ofi the first year nearly half the junior enlisted resident
nouseholds have, or expect to have, children. A small per=entage
of married first term soldiers are able to move on post by the
and of the first COHORT year. Their young families experience a
variety of stressful military pressures and societal adjustments



during this portion of the COHORT life cycle.

o Junior NCO (ES-E6) families form the majority of
resident family members in COHORT units at the outset of the life
cycle. NCOs account for approximately two-thirds of the spouses
and three-quarters of the family members in the Fort Ord area.
Three-quarters of junior NCO f~milies live off post initially,
but many obtain installation sponsored housing on or off post
within .the first COHORT year. Junior NCO families may experience
serious cumulative stress during the first year in a COHORT unit.

Both first term soldiers' and junior NCOs' family situations
require further study tQ determine the manner in which family
members respond to military stress. .tt appears that family
problems can become serious detractors to soldier and unit
readiness. The unique contribution of married soldiers to unit
cohesion and "soldier will" needs further study.

7. PROJECTED AREAS FOR INVESTIGATION

The research team's investigatory foci and areas of fie .
evaluation activity with the 7th 0D(L) are projected for the
remainder of 1986 as follows:

o Comparative studies of military cohesion and command
climate in combat, combat. support, and combat service support
units will continue.

o A study will begin on the relationships between
psychological-behavioral characteristics of combat unit
commanders, command climate, iiterpersonal dynamics within the
unit, and military proficiency (as the best available analog of
combat effectiveness).

o The detailed case-study by participant-observation
and interview of cohesion, interpersonal rapport, and command
climate in individual battalions will continue and be expanded.
Research attention will be paid to (l) unusual or unpredicted
events and the ways soldiers and leaders respond to and cope with
these events; (2) the ways soldiers balance and fulfill
obligations of time and commitment to their unit and their
immediate families; (3) the training uses made oy unit leaders of
target events relative to the total unit Life cycle; and (4)
leadership transitions.

o A comparative interview study of family-unit bonding
and the influence of unit-based Family Support Groups on stress.
reduction among family members and soldiers will continue. It
will be followed by an investigation of family identification
with, and spousal par'ticipation within, unit Family Support
Groups. A second element to be studied is the social structure
and community organization of Family Support Groups as innovative
mutual assistance institutions at Fort Ord.



SA detailed study will be performed on the effects of
military worktime, including TOY and deployment separations, on
family stability and household functioning among soldiers in
COHORT combat units. Research will focus on: (1) identification
of sources and impacts of military stress in families; (2) family
coping adjustments and attitudes towari :he military way of life;
and (3) daily-life adaptations to the Light Infantry mission and
living conditions at Fort Ord.

Data will be collected by means of case-study
interviews over the course of the COHORT life cycle with

-households at different stages of family development and domestic
organization. Comparative information will be recorded from
focused group interviews and participant observation of family
stress issues.

8. CONCLUSICN

The major objective of these studies is to describe and
assess problem areas and identify the nexus of causality that
connects the New Manning System personnel stabilization
initiatives to successful unit cohesion, combat proficiency, and
resistance to battle stress. Major elements for investigation
are unit cohesion within and across ranks, leadership processes,
and Fort Ord fami.ly well-being initiatives. The qualitative
methodologies applied through interview and observation
techniques will be Linked to findings from the series of survey
questionnaire administrations (two additional waves of the WRAIR
"Soldier Will" Survey and the Spouse Survey during 1986).
Analysis will be integrated through a data-comparison process
among researchers at WRAZR. Feedback and advisory interaction
with 7th ZD(L) and Fort Ord commanders and research users will
proceed as the data are analyzed and concept papers are produced.

Survey and observation-interview efforts will be expanded to
cover OZSCOM units and special troop units as additional research
resources become available in L986. rntended investigation of
cohesion and effectiveness among combat service support units and
garrison agencies awaits determination of the availabiLity of
extra-department-al collaboration and resources.

(For comment, contact the following WRAIR research team members:
LTC Theodore P. Furukawa, Ph.D., socia" work officer who serves
as Principal Znvestigator for the rn-depth Combat Battalion Study
component of the Human Dimensions Field Evaluation of the 7th
tD(L); SGT Gary Killiebrew, behavioral science specialist who.
serves as research assistant for the rn-depth Combat SattaLiod
Study component; Faris R. Kirkland, Ph.D., miLitar'y research
historian and National Research Council Fellow who serves as
Principal Znvestigator for the Leadership and Unit C.Limaae Study
component; Nancy Loring, mllitac., ciol~is. who serves as
Principal rnvestigator for the Combat Supoor- unit Study
component; and Jcel M. Teitelbaum, Ph-.D., M.S.P.ul., cu Ic heal:h
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and family anthcoPoL.ogist who serves as Principal Investigato:the ?amily/Community-O.it Study component. Department-Military Psychiatry, WRAIR, AUTOVON 291-5312/5360/5261/5210.
Commercial (292) 4 Z7 -53L2/3360/526l/52!g.
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